
HOPE Changes Everything Keynote—Synopsis  
 

Just because Al was full of hope at 18 didn’t mean he was a winner. And just because a 
motorcycle crash changed him into a 19-year old who felt completely hopeless didn’t mean he 
was a loser, but feeling hopeless made Al feel like a loser.  
 
Being part of a loving and supportive family gave Al the will and the guidance to rebuild his life. 
But when his fiancé and he separated, one year after his crash, depression sunk him to the 
point where rebuilding his life was more than he could imagine. He didn’t even want to live! 
The circumstances of isolation and loneliness nearly defeated Al. Recovering to the point where 
he could have a job, positive relationships and meaningful goals seemed unthinkably 
impossible, until he discovered and was introduced to the ABCs. 
 
The process of examining, in detail, his ABC guidelines (Accept, Believe and Care) is the 
backbone and the spearhead of Hope Changes Everything keynote speech. These three verbs 
changed Al’s hopelessness to HOPEFULNESS.  
 
If these guidelines are followed the way Al Foxx clearly describes and exemplifies, through real-
life stories and illustrations, the ABCs take on the qualities of friends and companions who can 
be on-going sources of hope and self esteem for anyone with a strong desire for the results of 
having those qualities. 
 
Because everyone likes to laugh and since his speaking career started out in comedy clubs, Al 
fills part of his description of how to incorporate the ABCs into everyday life with plenty of well 
timed opportunities to laugh. 
 
The goal, testimonials describe Al Foxx reaching, with Hope Changes Everything is to help 
people laugh, cry and think their way to feeling more hopeful, by focusing on what they have, 
instead of what they don’t have.  
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